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Overall this is a very thorough and well written paper. It is It serves as a comprehensive overview of the methanol energy ship concept however, some elements mentioned need further clarification or could be improved.

1. Introduction:
The introduction should be laid out better. The concept of using a sub-mounted water turbine is only briefly introduced along with other configurations. Other ideas should be first discussed in terms of their relevance to this paper, before then justifying and further explaining your choice. Not until figure 2 does the concept take shape. Example introduction structure: - First energy ship concepts - Advances and alternative configurations - Use of flettner rotors and water turbines for maximum efficiency

2. Line 60-65 – Hydrogen and methanol:
Energy losses of 50% for hydrogen are stated without calculation or justification. The given reference also does not provide any energy or cost calculations matching this figure or provide a conclusion in line with your assumption. Neither is a comparison of losses with methanol/others provided. Given the additional complexity of a methanol system over a hydrogen system, and the fact hydrogen production is required in either case, the trade-offs that exist must be explored more. Currently the choice of methanol is significantly under detailed and appears to be more arbitrary than anything else. More consideration of end use should also be made, if methanol is intended as a drop-in fuel for petrol/gasoline, considering the rise of the EV what will the demand be by the time a FARWINd ship is built and launched? Would a different product such as ammonia for chemical production or HVO for biodiesel be more lucrative and provide higher GHG savings?


3. Axial induction factor:
This term is used often and quite important to your overall calculations. It needs greater explanation as I imagine this paper will appeal to people outside of wind energy and thus, who would be familiar with these calculations.

4. Electrolysis – Lines 220 - 230:
This review should be updated as the assumptions will be outdated upon publication as efficiency values for all technologies have improved significantly and will favourably

5. Water recycling:

Recycling of the water produced in the methanol plant should be considered. Figure indicates that 33% of freshwater needs could be met in this way. Although it does not significantly contribute to parasitic energy demand, it will improve system maintenance and lifetime.

Excellent work, and I look forward to reading part B of this paper.

In a recent piece of work some colleagues from EAWE and I calculated the levelised cost of hydrogen from offshore wind. It should provide a good comparison if you intend to try calculating the same for your concept.
